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The speed of light in a vacuum (in free space) is invariant (independent of path – same in all frames of 
reference)

The ether does not exist.

There is no absolute frame of reference

The Galilean transformation laws must be revised
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The laws of physics are the same in all inertial reference frames 

There is no preferred frame of reference

The speed of light in a vacuum is the same for all observers

The speed of light is independent of the speed of its source or the speed of 
                                                any observer

frame of reference that is at rest or moving with a constant velocity (not accelerating
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lightning striking each end of the train
light from the strikes reaching Grace (or Tom)
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The strikes are simultaneous to her but not to Tom

The strikes are simultaneous since the light from each strike has to travel the same distance 
to her at the same speed (c) and hence will take the same amount of time to get to her.

The strikes are not simultaneous to him but are (arrival) to Grace

His car is stationary.  The lightning will strike the Right end first and then the Left end.
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a beam of light reflected between two parallel mirrors used to measure the time interval between two events

the light pulse is emitted from the source

the light pulse is detected at the detector

time measured in the astronaut’s frame of reference

time measured in the earth observer’s frame of reference

stretching of time – moving clock runs more slowly than stationary clocks

situation is symmetric – astronaut sees Earth observer’s clock run more slowly since 
ship could be at rest and the earth observer moving in the opposite direction

the time between events as measured in a frame where the 
events take place at the same point in space (in moving frame)

The proper time is the shortest possible time that any 
observer could correctly record for the time between events.


